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Move Abouts German subsidiary Mobileeee wins major 
electric carsharing contract in the Emsland region 

Mobileeee has been awarded a three-year contract to build- and operate station 
based electric carsharing in the Emsland region in the north-western part of 
Germany. 

The contract is the result of a public tender process Mobileeee has participated in that was finalized this 
week. The contract incorporates 19 municipalities, ranging from small- to medium size, and covers a 
district of more than 336.000 residents. Emsland, a mostly rural region located near the north-western 
border, is striving for sustainability in all means and has well prepared the mobility initiative Mobileeee 
is now going to fulfil — with 29 cars starting already on Jun 1st, 2023. 

- The contract ensures fixed rental income over a three-year period and supports a ramp up of public
and corporate utilization of the electric carsharing fleet. Further growth can be expected from local 
corporates participating in the campaign. This contract fits well with the focus of Move About Group as 
a fossil free shared mobility provider in the business-to-business segment of the industry, says Michael 
Lindhof, CEO of Mobileeee GmbH. 

*** 

For more information, please contact: 

Olof Jonasson, CEO Move About Group AB (publ.) 
olof.jonasson@moveaboutgroup.com 
Mob: +46790683811 

About Move About Group AB 
Move About offers app-based, environmentally friendly and cost-effective mobility solutions to individuals, 
companies, municipalities and organizations. The Company has developed and owns all intellectual property 
rights to the cloud-based green tech platform that provides digital access to electric cars, electric bicycles, taxis, 
subway, and parking, all through the same app - around the clock. Every kilometre that the user travels with the 
electric cars via the platform means reduced CO2 emissions. The Company's comprehensive mobility solutions 
are based on the Move About app, which gives the user access to the Company's pools of electric cars, bicycles, 
and scooters. Move About also helps companies, municipalities and organizations optimize their fleets by tailoring 
mobility solutions to their needs. Move About was founded in Oslo, Norway, in 2007 and has approximately 70,000 
users on its platform and over 800 electric cars in its vehicle fleet with a presence in Sweden, Norway and Germany. 


